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Label means to tag something, and the clothing label means, the textile labeling on garment
denoting its brand. In these labels you will get the instruction of the percentage of which fabric is
used how much, along with the washing instructions too.

All garment manufacturing houses have labels. Such houses aim to sell well priced technical
garments for their customers. Letâ€™s talk about Custom woven labels. One idea I got clear, regarding
the woven clothes is that, all woven garments are not woolen, and all woolen garments do not suit
oneâ€™s skin. Any way with the advent of the latest techniques and the implementations of the
machines, there are many good fabrics which need delicate touch but at the same time if woven
well, give not only an astonishing finish in itself, but also the garment comes out with quality result.
Custom woven labels talks about the manufacturerâ€™s wide range of mixed bags and varieties of
woven garments. 

There are also woven clothing labels with both complicated and plain logo designs. One of the
important aspects that I have learnt in my days of teaching in a business school is that, the price of
the garment does not only depend upon the quality of the textile or the fabric, but also the number
and the quality of the labels of the garments. There are companies which manufacture cloth labels,
and with both complicated and plain designs of logos.

The companies who are in the manufacturing of name tapes and labels, are forced to be in a
condition that that their range should complete the fine finishing their contemporary firms. T must
give the look of merchandise, and the tags are just not confines to the garments, but also to foot
wares to bags and other apparels. The custom woven labels are normally manufactured in a style,
and some if its features are like, the label should be flexible and long lasting because, some labels
are stitched with garments itself, and goes in the machine for a wash, and if it does not posses such
features, it will not only be a disaster to the cloth but also to the manufacturing house. The woven
clothing labels are one of the important ones mostly taken in consideration by the customers, since
these are the garments that need to be taken care at the fullest, and in these labels there are the
details of the washing, drying and also the ironing techniques.

Lets take an example of Democratic Republic of the Congoâ€™s name tapes and labels. They are
produced with various styles, codes and styles. They carry important instruction not only regarding
the branding and the washing instruction but also talks about the consumer satisfaction over the
product. The choice of the design on the fabric is a very important factor, since it has a significant
influence upon the supply chain. The manufacturing house of Democratic Republic of the Congo
has along experience of 70 yeas, with wide variety of innovations and print technologies  
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